
 
 

Welcome to your Neighbourhood 

Support group 

 

 

 

 

More information at our website www.nsnelson.org 

Resources and links 

A map showing streets with groups 

Online form to update contact details 

Newsletters 

Crime statistics 

 

Contact Neighbourhood Support Nelson 

Address:  Stoke Police Station, 3 Bail St, Stoke 

Ph 546-4902 

Email: nsupport@xtra.co.nz 

 

 

 



 

 

Help make your neighbourhood a safer place 

By joining a Neighbourhood Support group you’re helping make your                 

neighbourhood a safer and friendlier place to live.   

You can help make your group effective by: 

 Getting to know neighbours in the group, particularly those living close 

to you. Make a point of getting to know at least one or two           

neighbours. 

 Telling neighbours when you’re going away on holiday and making  

arrangements for neighbours to collect your mail. 

 Share information on crime or suspicious incidents with your group 

contact, so it can be shared with the group. 

 Welcoming new neighbours and inviting them to join the group.      

Anyone can invite people into the group. 

 Letting your group contact know when your contact details change, or        

updating your details yourself via the Neighbourhood Support Nelson 

website www.nsnelson.org/contact/member-updates 

 

Safety tips for you and your Neighbourhood Support group 

 Make your home, garages and sheds secure with suitable locks and catches. 

 Report any suspicious behaviour or concerning sounds such as screams to the 

police. If the incident is happening right now ring 111; if it has happened in the 

past ring the Nelson station 

 If you are the victim of a crime ring the police, then advise your group contact 

person. 

 In a natural disaster attend to your family  first then offer  support to           

neighbours.  

 

 

The most important thing 

you can do to make your 

neighbourhood safer is to 

get to know your              

neighbours 

The most important thing 

you can do to make your 

neighbourhood safer is to 

get to know your 

neighbours. 


